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LORD REUNION RED CROSS NOTES

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

A LECTURE ON CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE BY WILLIAM W. PÓRTER, C. S. B.

Member Of the Board of Leader
The Twenty-third Annual Re
ship of The Mother Church,
A Red Cross Tag Day observed
union
of
the
Sons
and
Daughters
! Miss Mabel A. Adjutant hád hér
The First- Church of Christ,
by thé Sanford Auxiliary of the
of
Nathan
Lord
met
at
the
Casino
¡ right arm broken near the' wri?t
Scientist, in Boston, Mass.
American Red Cross netted the
at
Hampton
Beach,
Thursday
Aug.
this week,at the R. W. Lord Co.
tidy sum of $336. 00.
16th,
1917.
twine mill, Local surgeons/ re*
An ¿entertainment for the benefit
There was a good attendance at
After the Informal Reception of the Red Cross, will be given by
duced thé fracturé.
the Christian Science lecture given
and
greetings
a
^hore
dinner
was
Mrs. J .■- G ?' Bright, Miss Nellie
some of the younger children of in thè Mousam Opera House Tues
Bartels and Miss Mamie Bartels of served at the .Casino. The meet the Landing,' under thé leadership, day evening of this week.
•New York City and Miss Isabel' ing was. called to order at 2 P. M. of .Kathryn Clark arid Anna McCoy,
The stage was attractive with
Grey of Someerville, Mass., were by the President, Walter H. Lord, on Monday evenirig Augjist 27th, at decorations of hollyhock and vines.
dinner guests at Elmcroft Farm of So. Berwick. In the absence ;7.4o o’clock, in the Landing Chapel. The. introductory remarks were
last Thursday evening.
of the Secretary Edith M. Raitt, of No Admission. .A silver offering made by Mr. Charles E. Lord of
Roy S. arid Austin W. Juniors 'Dover N.H. Blanche E. Potter of will be taken.
Newton, Mass., and Laudholm
of Lower Alewive have sold th^r Kennebunk Wris chosen to fill the
Farms, Wells.
flock of 500 hens to Leroy Taylor, vacancy. A nominating commitA synopsis pf the lecture, which
Fred Craig went to Boston, last tee was chosen as follows-Sarah
BOY SCOUT NOTES
was. most interesting, follows
'Lord Cram, Charles E. Lord and
Friday...
. ;
RIGHT TO BE HERE
Mrs-, Lorin Burnham and daugh Blanche E, Potter. The treasur
At the meeting on August .17,
That, it is the undoubted right
ter Evelyn of Pine Point are guests, er’s report was read arid accepted. there was an attendance of twenty¿today of her sister Mrs. Ernest A special collection was taken .for five. Plans were made toi send and privilege of every person to
the Printer’s Bill' on Lord History. two'bushels of cucumbers and, two know the truth is a proposition
McConnell.
West Kennebunk above E. C. A paper of much interest was, read, bf string beans to the First Com with which all will readily agree.
Therefore ,we may be assured in the
. .Webber -s- residence are on the hike, by Susan Hayes-Ward of So . Ber pany in Portland.
outset that it is a right thing for
as the fare zbne on the A. S. R. R. wick Talkby Chas, E. Lord;
Tike troop also discussed a camp us to bèi here seeking Xb know the
has been changed from GIark’s//to' History, Sarah Lord-Cram.. Read ing trip to. Lake Ossipee in Septem
truth—seeking to know something
' Webber’s residence which means ing by Agnes J. Siihonds. His ber.
of the^healing truth involved in
i ,twenty-four cents-, from any place„ torical reading,/ Mrs. Elizabeth
ii'wais decided ,to hold the next Christian Science:.
above Webber s to Kennebunk aha. Lord Finlayson. Remarks by Hon. meeting’in one week instead of two.
NOT TO DESTROY
I return and as the people think this; R. W. Lord.
in order not ..to interfere with the
It was voted to accept from R. Chautauqua.
It is not the purpose of The lec
is an exorbitant price they are will-;
ture to rudely challange or compel
: ing to walk the,-distance to-saveThei W. Lord, a release of all indebted
Sterling Dow
the relinquishment of any cherish
fare for a future trip /But’ iike ness to him'.on account of the bal-J
Scout Scribe
ed religious principle, ór the abanall changes' there, is a better.part-'of, i ance now due; on the book account
doment of any sustaining or up-,
\ it for soma, as there is a lap limit' i printing on condition that one copy
CHAUTAUQUA
NOTES
holding ideal, opinion or thought»
^rom Webber’s to Sanborn’s wliich Of the Lord History by Chas. C.
which may have heretofore been a
means that one can ride from No. Lord, be presented to each member
Geb. L./ Hpsseltine, 5-day ad10 to Sanborn’s either direction fori •i,ri good standing arid not now own variée man arrived in town this source of comfort and help to any
er'of said book. Officers ehosem
one.
one ticket.
for ensuing year were as follows 'i Wednesday morning, arid-is. com RELIGION AND HEALING DE
Mrs;/George A. Robinson is erU
pleting
final
arrangements
for
the
Pres. .Walter C. Lord, South
FINED
; tertaining a friend from Boston.
opening next Tuesday . / He asBerwick. _
And here it may be stated that if
Farmers are through haying and
sureg
us
that'the
program
is
con

Corresponding Sec.,, George EJ
most of them report a. smaller crop Lord, Hopkinton. N. H.
sidered by -all to be even stronger man is to attain to the frill benefit
> than last yea,r.
' . .,/J.J
■than
igst years- prograin. The 'of either religion or healing they
Treasurer .Wallingford Goodwill,
Mr. and Mrs. George W.' Dur South Berwick.
season has been a successful one, must be to him as simple and neces
sary. as universally available and
kee of Watertown, Mass., were
Ed'i'th M. Raitt,1 Dover, and/Kennebunk will keep up the certain, as. that two and two make
I week-end guests at Elmcroft Farm- i'N.Secretary
.record.
el.
1 Grasshopperrs are eating t he
Superintendent O’. S’. Poland fouf. ,
VICE- PRESIDENTS
WILL OF GOD
; I bean and turnip crops quite b^dly.
and
his grew will, arrive frorii Lan
Woodbury S. 'Lord, South BerIt should be: universally recog
| Mrs, Ei-rierit MéCÓrinéll is
caster N. H. dn’SaturdayJànd the
wick:
, j fering with abscesses in the thrbau
5tent’will be erected Saturday after nized and known that the will of
Hiram Lord, Lebanon Me.
God must, be good .
/, L. W. Nash started up his¿port
Wilbur Bickford,-Gpnic N. H. noon or Monday morning.
able- mill last ” Monday morning
Miss Murphy, children’s 'super ; There are hundreds of thousands
Charles N. Lord. Salmon Falls
aftpr a shut down through hayjngl ; Entertainment Committee.
visor,' Wishes' to meet all the chil of men and women and children in
■■1 Dealers yesterday TTuesdriy) /'Charleg E. Lord, Salmon Falls- dren, who plan to ' Attend Junior all Japds who have learned and are
learning daily in Christian Science
; ,wore paying 45c. a doz. for eggs.,
Sarah Curtin Dow, Newhamptori ; ■ 'Chautùqua' whe.thë>they have pur^ that
Grid’s Gill is—must be—good !
Are tire farmers doing as well bh /C. F, Spoffard, Biddeford.
chased Tickets oF'not, at thé tent:
’ Whatever, humanity has known
their eggsaridzbutter ttxiay áwhéy ' It was voted to hold the next oh Monday afternoon at 4: 30.
, wereTwbrity-fivie years agp ? Ans. •meeting at Kittery, Mei, rhe-third
Thé first ofThe Horning lectures' or believed ¿¿mtèrning God in all
jTwenty-five, .’years ago ... better, Thursday in August. 1918. The by Prof. Marshman, will be given ages has determined the happiness,
■brought the farmers from the g?<5r Gonwniftee on. arrangements.were? Wednesday morning at 10 ô’clock, harmony, health; peace' pr< • nty,
hu
;eeps- 23c. Eggs 10c. Grain was Wpodbury S.; Lord.' Waningfbrd'' Ths subject, “Individual .arid Na^ progress and development
manity.
I:
75c á brig.’Nt
Goodwin, Ethel L. Lord;
Geo. ’tiorial Indifference^, Yyill be well
And right, here is encoipitered a
butter for a bag of grain .and’.7 ba’ Goudreault./
'-worth an extra effort to get to the.
fact the significance of wh- ? mriy
doz, eggs for same, now dealers
The three members reported as tent tn thé forenoon.
never be forgotten or lost sight of
pay the farmers'40c for butter. having passed away iri the past
namely: That with the true idea
Gjain is'^4.50. 10^ <s of but year were<
•
Cameras arid supplies sold by
which Christ Jesus inculatter for a bag of grain or Í0 doz;
Miss 'Anri- Goodwin, South Ber Fiske the druggist .
Adv.
ed cairie his many mighty works of
eggs. ?/, vG“.’. /'*'?.
wick.
’
U'
healing .arid regeneration, as well
v A fine selection of new local view
Mrs. Lucy Lord Clough, Kenne
OTIS—SUHR
as those of his students and follow
pbst bards-,-afe for sale/by Fiske bunkport.
.
s
r
ers which continued upwards of
the drilggi'st. . ’ ../;
Adv'.Mrs. Henry C. Lord, Baltimore.
The wedding of Howard
____ centuries thereafter.
Went- three
Those registering were'.
worth Otis of West Kennebunk, and
MIND—OMNIPRESENT—IN
Ron, R. W. Lord, Kennebunk.
CAPT. RANDÀLL GRANT
Miss Ruby Isabella ’ Suhr of- this
CORPOREAL,
Sarah Lord Cram*,
' ”
town was. solemnized by Rev. Geo.
It would be impossible to con
Blanche: E. Potter ,
M
B. Wood of Christ church at his ceive of God except as all-wise, or
Captain Randall Grant, who was
Arthur L. Potter
residence on Cresent street-this af infinite Mind; and as there is no
well-known, in this village where lie
lived many- years, died at the home I Florence Potter Holmes, Port ternoon at 2 o’clock. The couple place where Mind is not, God who
were attended by Mrs. Susie S. is all-wise, infinite Mind, is omni
of his brother, Captain Na’than 1. land.;
Agnes J. Simonds, Laconia, N. H. Carpenter, sister ©f the bride, and present. hence incorporeal.
Meands, Auburn, at 11.30 Wednes
”
Mr. nad Mrs.' Otis have a host of
day.; He was 82 ypars .old and . Rupert T. ¡Simonds,
In language inspired and inspir
E. C. Woodworth, Melrose, Mass; Miss Maude Hatch.
had lived lit Auburn for; several
ing» John,, who fulfilled so wonder
Abram
T
.
Lord,
Saco
.
friends
^whó
Join
in
wishing
them
fully the great trust reposed in him
yfears. Captain - Grant was born
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Spofford, the best of luck in their married by the Master—this beloved disci
ip Lymnn, ^pril 3. 1835, the son of
Biddeford.'
life.
They
will
reside
Benjamin 'and Phoebe
’ ’ , Gousens
in West ple declares^that God is Love!
Elizabeth Lord Finlayson, Rye Kennebunk.
Grant ' f
:■/ ' ' • '■
Love that is without beginning and
Beach.
without ending, “the same yester
i When a young'man he went to
Gladys
Bickford-.
Gonic,'N,
H.
day, and today, and forever,” as de
j England and while there he mar
Wilbur
Bickford,
LOCALS
fined apd interpreted by Principle
ried Miss Jennie Horton.. After
'Charles
E.
Lord,
Salmon
Falls.
and Truth.
| returning to Americia he/ took an „ Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Lord, Hing
How much humanity has heeded
¡ active part in the Civil War, com ham Mass.
Ninety-nine per cent of the woknow this God who is infinite
manding the Sixth New’York cav
men interviewed in the town , of •to
Miss
Alice
Lord,
Hingham;
Mass.
Lovealry. While1 he was'1 in the army
Kennebunk desire suffrage.
Mrs.
L.
G.
Pierce,
South
Wey

TRUE
IDEA NECESSARY—AU
■Mrs. Grant-died: and het body mouth .
'; Mrs.. Stubbs of Dorchester, Mass,
THORIZED
taken > back to England by her
is
spending
a
few
days
with
her
Mrs. W. T. Richards Ervfng.
All of the teaching of Christ Je
brother for burial.
grand-daughter Mrs. V. Gilman
Mass.
sus point clearly not only to the
After the war Captain Grants Leon Richards,Fiske.
came to Kennebunk where he re
Miss Dorothy Tobe/ of Kenne propriety, but to the imperative
Mrs. James Lord, Lebanon, Me.
married and there to Kirigfield bunkport attended the wedding of necessity for gaining a true un
Hiram Lord,
Eleven years ago he went with his
Miss Adelaide Boothby Dennison derstanding. of God, and of truly
Miss
E,
W.
Hatch;
Amesbury.
understanding man’s unify with
brother and family to Auburn
and Parker Nash Moulton at Bath God.
Mrs. R. H. Locke,
”
where he made his home since that
Tuesday.
S^rah A. Locke.
”
LAW
time. Besides the brother, with
Mrs. Katherine Reed Valentine,
Mrs .. Frances E. Young; Dover,
The healing and redemptive
whom he had been living, he leaves
daughter of the late Hon. Thomas
Mrs; Anna Lordthree nephew,s Benjamin J.-Grant,
B. Reed, and Mrs. Martin of New works of Christian Science afford
Mrs. A. C. Brainard,
”
proof to thoughtful persons that
of Gardiner, Randall J. Grant and
Miss Eleanor Lord, Baltimore Md York, are scheduled to speak on the results in question are not frag
Hartwell K . Grant, both of Kenne
Sarah Curtis Dow, Newham,pton. Post Office’ Square, Saturday even-' mentary or haphazard in their
bunk/ and Mrs. A. N. Grenyer of N. H.
ing, August 25th., at 8 o’clock.
nature and occurence; but by rea
Boston.
' ■ Charles E. Hatch, Somersworth. They are to ,speak at Kennebunk son of their magnitude, multiplici
Captain Grant was a member bf N. H.
port. the first of the evening and
ty and permanence, they belong to
the localLodge of Masons No. 22
cbme from there to this village.
Helen' A. Legre
”
and are rightly classified as the ef
and of the MoUsam Lodge of Odd
Sarah El Glidden, Rochester'.
fect of law!
•Fellows also of this village.1 He N. H.
The term, law may be and is vari
RIVER BANK FARM KENNE
was a member of the G. A. R.
Walter H. Lord. So. Berwick.
ously defined, but in its true and
BUNKPORT
Funeral services will be held
Woodbury S. Lord,
highest meaning law may be said
from the home bf Nathap L.
Edith May Lord.
” .
to. be that which manifests or
Meands, 40 Summit street, Auburn, ' Susan Hayes'Ward,
On River St. just above golf makes known the enduring stabili
”
at 9.30 o’clock Friday , morning.
* grounds.
Julia Kaas,
ty of Truth; the perfect continuity
Interment will be in .the family lot
Fine Water frontage oh the Ken- of Life, the unchanging unity Or
Sedley C. Lord,
at Kennebunk. <
'nebunk river with boating to sea, oneness of Love,—in other words
| Mrs . Homer Shorey,
• 7 ft. of tide.
Wallingford Goodwin,
”
that which reflects or manifests
x Trolly car^ to R. R . station at the authority or potency of all-in
■ Laura A. Gpodwin,
REGAL ROADSTER
Kennebunk and all towns on Atlan clusive, creative Mind, or God.
tic Shore line.
NOTICE
11 Top Windshield, Speedmeter, :
SCIENTIFIC DEDUCTIONS
■ Twenty-eight acres of land free
Electric lights, Electric horn, jack, |
As early as the year 1866 the de
.from
stone
and
of
fine
quality
adap

pump and tools, good tires for $150 ! The schools in Wells will open ted to allxerops. < '
nial of the substantiality of matter
Can be soon any time before labor ¡Septeipber 10th.
was made by Mrs. Eddy, and to
Good
sized.cottage
house
with/
day at’ Wells Beach. Call for W.
Charles A. Rush
day. fifty years thereafter, physi
.ell
and
piazza
.
J-.- Furbbsh. Would take .a goodi
cal science has announced the pracA
very
homelike
and
pleasant
’family cow impart payment.
r Superintendant
house, shop, shed, large barn, ice (tial disappearance of any ultimate
form.or primal state of matter cog
hen houses.
For the overworked there is no,and
---------------—- 1 «Waterihap’s Ideal, the world’s bét^er tonic than Our Syrup of Hy- This place-is for sale and can be nizable to the physical senses.?
Law which'fails to maintain sta
Fiske bought at a reasonable price.
'standard fountain pen sold by pophosphites' Compound.
bility is no longer law,
...r
the
druggist.
t
Adv.
S.
W.
Bowker.
¿Fiske the druggist,Adv.
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posite is called the Christian. The (cover truth« We must seek it for
ball after three attempts.
standard by which these qualities! its
j own sake if we are to discover
Hurd struck out. Lorden sing
are judged is thé “Will for the jit , The mass of men believe what
led to center and then came a neat
good of all,” which is the Will of 1they want to believe, and their in
double retired the side, for A.
God.” This Best Man finds this 1tellect is at the mercy of their pre
Towne nit to Butland, who threw
Will to be the Will of his Father. judices and desires . We have tin
In W. J. Locke’s latest novel, He sees it in Christ, and, in a more ,
THE KENNEBUNKPORT SIDE to Davis at second, putting Lorden
“The Red Planet,” one finds, along modern and more imperfect way, in derestirnated the aesthetic activity,
out. while the sphere passed quickwith the whimsical charm that has the Spirit.of Christ in men. He but it is profoundly important.
Last Saturday afternoon Kenne- lly
1 oh to Lunge in time to beat the
ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD
become one of the familiar delights learns it by Faith and Prayer, and We crave and need the selfforget bunk met Kennebunkport ?in the batter
at first.
1
fulness
that
comes
with
losing
self
which this author purveys for his it results in penitence and regene
Fourth inning—When Blatch
second game of thè series between
Editor and Publisher
in
the.preception
of
beauty.
public, a new note of full-blooded ration. The Bible, the church,
the two aspirants for neighbor- iford erred on Barker’s hit to short,
While what Mr. Brock says is hood honors on the ball field. A the
patriotism, sounded in the hot out the Sabbath are some of the aids
batter reached first. Another
1
true
of
the
dangers
of
subjecting
One Year, in Advance
$1.00 bursts of the irascible Major Dun to finding and keeping it. A i
sent to short by Lunge an in
large crowd gathered on Parsons was
1
the
search
for
truth
or
the
desire
later, and it was fielded to
!
Three Months
.25 can Meredyth. The story is one of series of qualities resulting from for the beautiful to purposes ex Field, Kennebunkport, to witness stant
the very best of the war novels, and finding this “Will for the good of
and Barker was out.
E.
what was expected to be a thrilling second
i
Single Copies 3 Cents
ternal
to
themselves,
yet
we
may
two copies of it have been ordered all
, ” are gratitude, sacrifice, charity,
arid Davis both went out
contest between the rival teams. Coombs
<
perhaps
feel
that
he
has
made
his
for the Library.
Though Friday had brought an un. on
< flies to Hurd.
purity, etc. There is a crispness
Advertising Rates made known on
of cleavage too absolute. usually heavy downpour of rain,
Dennett knocked a hot liner, but
“The Country Gentleman” and and freshness about the book lines
His
tendency
to
separate
what
is
application
held it. Morrell ground
and though the weather appeared, Butland
!
the Philadelphia Ledger have been which add to its value.
inseparable
in
the
unity
of
the
com

A first class printing plant in con subscribed for the Reading Room.
i to short center and was out at
Two noteworthy additions to the plete life, is, however, offset by the until after the beginning of the ed,
by a neat throw. Eldridge
afternoon, to be unreliable for ball first
:
The books commented on below public library are The Spiritual
nection. All work ¡done prompt
introduction from the playing, the grounds were found to struck
out.
!
are among those recently added to Interpretation of History by Shai- admirable
ly and in up-to-date style.
pen of Lyman Abbott, in whiqh he
Fifth inning—Cole singled to
the, Library.
ler Matthews, D. D„ Dean of the shows that ultimately and funda be in fine conditibn, thanks to the
left. LaMontaigne Mrent out oh a
“Jerry,” by Arthur Stanwood Divinity School of,the University mentally goodness, truth and beau- thorough manner in which they had fly to Morrell at center. Spiller
The ENTERPRISE can always
been originally prepared by Mr.
of
Chicago,
from
the
Harvard
Uni

Pier,
might
be
called
a
novel
writ

be found on sale at the following
ty are one.
Parsons.
i sent a grounder off first and A.
ten for all comers by an author versity Press, and The Ultimate
threw to second, Cole being
The game of the previous week Towne
1
places:
practised mostly in the school of Belief by A. Clinton Brock, an En
had been lost by Kennebunk, 1 to 0, crowded out, while Spiller was
west Kennebunk—E. C. Webber books for boys. It hardly escapes glish author, published by E. P.
and it was not intended that such isafe. Bqtland was out on a fly to
being didactic, in spite of an ap Dutton and Co. These two strong
Kennebunkport—E. C. Miller
an outcome should characterize the Morrell.
and
very
readable
books
are
at
one
parent
effort
in
that
direction,
so
Cape Porpoise—Helen F. Ward
Cole caught J. Towne’s fly at
second gartie. After the loss of the
in
interpreting
life
in
terms
of
the
that, though it throws an eye on
For Infants and Children
proceeding game, some aggrieved third. Ruggles wafted and Blatch
Kennebunk—-E. A. Bodge, C. H, strikes, graft, police court proceed spirit and reéhforcing faith in
rooters for Kennebunk had thrown ford hit into LaMontaigne’s hands.
Brown. V. G. Fiske
ings, and other actualities of Amer spiritual realities in these times n Use For Over 30 Years out remarks about the Porta hav
Sixth inning—Titcomb tried to
Ogunquit—W. F. Cousens
ican city life, it will hardly appeal When we much need such reen Always bears
bunt and sent up a pop fly which
ing
ten
men
on
their
team,
insinu

the
to the sophisticated realist. Yet forcement. They differ markedly
ating thereby that the umpire, or came to rest in J. Towne’s mitt.
Jerry the policeman is an honest in their method. Dean Matthews Signature of
at that one of them, had favored Barker singled to left. Lunge
Wednesday, August 22nd, 1917. likeable chap, and the history of by concrete reference to the facta
the Ports, and so, in Order that sacrificed to Hurd. Barker getting
his sturdy rise makes a good plain of- history shows the spiritual sig
there might fie no occasion for second. E. Coombs put ai long fly
nificance of ànd the spiritual trend
story'.
further^ dissatisfaction, an umpire i n to D ennett’s territory and
The United States trying to re t “The Worn Doorstep,” by Mar in the course of those facts. Mr.
rom neutral Biddeford was import brought the first half of the inning
main neutral was in Paradise, as garet Sherwood, is the journal of Brock is the abstract philosopher
ed to officiate. His decisions were to a close.
compared with the man who tries an American woman who, bereft who asserts his spiritual faiths on
Hurd flied to LaMontaigne at
accepted as fair by all parties. It
to remain neutral on the woman early ip the war of her British sol their own authority. The former
was all to no purpose, however, for, short and the fielder erred. Re
book
is,
by
reason
of
its
concrete

suffrage question.
dier husband, combats her grief
when the final man was out. the covering the ball, he threw wild to
with the resolution to exist more ness more grippirig and convincing,
gloomy message was wafted back first and Hurd kept on to second.
and
avoids
the
dogmatic
perils
to Kennebunk, “We have met the Lorden hit a fly to Spiller in left
In the list of real patriots stands and more in him, living his life and into which the abstract reasoner is
field and at the same time passedMachinists, Painters, Automo- enemy, and we are his’n.”
highest the brave mothers who are her own too, spirit to spirit. She somewhat liable to fall.
,bilists, Engineers and Mechanics ‘The score of the first game was him an error. On this hit Hurd
proudly giving their sons for the settles down in a little red house
seventy miles from London, which
Dean Matthews, while seeing a should use this Soap for removing not exactly repeated.; It was ex- completed the circte of the bags
service of the country .
she strives to, make “a wee home partial truth expressed in the older all stains, grease and paint from asperatingly emphasized, however. and Lorden ambled to the middle
5 to 0 being much more grievous One. A. Towne knocked a groun
in a warring universe for whomso views of supernatural interference the hands. '
Not in-many years has Aroostook ever,—not a Home with a large H, in the course of human history, is
This Soap is very useful for than 1 to 0. Let it be attributed der down the first base line, and
county produced so much along the but a little home with a dog and a arguing in his book not for this scouring pots and pans.
to whatever you please— “the the reliable Lunge ended his ca
graipjine as it has in 1917. More cat and a singing tea kettle.’’ idea of the .control of the events of
breaks.” or “bull luck,” or adverse reer, but Lorden took third on the
wheat and oats will be raised in the Across her threshold come Belgian history by a deus ex machina, but
fate— Kennebunk couldn’t get a out. There he tarried, for Den
. county this year than during the refugees; death, marriage, birth, rather for the sense of spirit in the
man over the home plate. It is no nett* was out on a fly to Titcomb
past twenty years.,
take place in her little house; she developement of human life. Geo FOR A LARGE TIN BOX wonder that food experts are in right and Morrell on another to
mourning over the rising egg Barker in center.
learns that no faith no dream, is graphic and economic facts have
Seventh inning— the so-called
market, with such accumulations
“Humanity
Aroostook County, will produce better worth dying for than that played their part.
of the goose variety by the aggre “lucky seventh.” though it brought
double the quanjty of potatoes this for which her husband died,—“the walks upon the earth and is con
no change of fortune to Kennebunk
gation from Kennebunk.
year it did in 1916. The scarcity dream of human freedom.” The ditioned by physical and chemical
The defeat cannot be attributed —Davis hoisted a fly to Morrell in
of labor is quite a problem among book is called “an enduring testi forces.” But these facts cannot
to any other fact than that Kenne center field and was out. Cole got
the Aroostook farmers at the pres mony of the triumph of a woman’s explain history. Human pesonaL
bunkport put up a superior brand a hit—that is, by a pitched ball.
The Old Hardware Shop
ent time, and many of them fear Spirit over war.” It will especially ity has in it something creative.
of ball playing. That’s all and LaMontaigne sacrificed— Lorden
they ‘will be unrib le to secure help commend itself to readers who “The spiritual interpretation of
that’s enough. The game was won to A. Towne, and Cole was advanc
most enjoy in a story feminine history must be founded on the dis No. 36 flarket Street
to harvest the present crop.
ed to second . Spiller drew the
on its' merits.
tastes and sentiments.
covery of spiritual forces co-opera
The local team played the same only base on balls which Ruggles
Telephone 509
*^Phe Emperor of Portugallia,” ting with geographic and economic
Farmers should commence rais
men in the same positions as on gave during the game. Butland
to produce a general tendency to*ing young stock. Too many by Selma Lagerlof, is the story of ward conditions which are truly PORTSMOUTH. N.
H the previous Saturday. The visi closed the matter—Lorden to A.
0
simple
but
great-hearted
peasant,
Eldridge hit the first ball pitch- x
farmers dispose of their calves
tors were not ready to play until
personal. “Dr. Matthews con
some time after the announced ed. Butland fielded it to A.
when a few weeks bld to the detri a dweller among simple folk, told siders Greek history, Jewish his
so
simply
that
the
pathos
of
his
hour for beginning, since Cobb, Towne—out. J. Towne went down
ment of dairying, and to raising
tory, and later epochs, and shows
who had been in Portland, was ex on strikes. Then Ruggles, hit by
of beef. If a|l calved were kept, ■barmless lunacy stirs in the reader that motives and ideas non-geopected to return and bring with a pitched ball, was awarded first,
in a few years -Maine would be ex a wistful sympathy not often evok graphic and non-economic emerged
him several former members of the and went to second on a passed ball
porting instead of importing meat ed .by tales of far more tragic imi and controlled. Discussing the
port. It has been pronounced “tbe
team who are now stationed at one Blatchford put a safety in center
products.
‘'best example from this writer’s pen trend of history, he says, “The
of the Portland forts. After wait and Ruggles scored. Blatchford
course
of
social
evolution
tends
to
ing half an hour, it was decided to tried to steal second but was nabIt has been said thaibne can find of her direct appeal to the heart of. set from materialistic situations
begin, in spite of the failure of the bedy-rE. Coombs to Davis.
everything one wants in either the! mankind.” In these days of tur toward (1) The substitution of in
Eighth inning—Very brief is its
pjayers to come.. Kennebunk had
Bible or Shakespeare, and now a moil it is easy to overlook a book ner sanctions and inhibitions for
ofi the ground and in uniform men story. Titcomb was for the third
chap has come along and dug up of such exquisite but quiet potency appeal to force. (2) The increastime the victim of the opposing
enough and to spare.
in the book of Ezekiel a recipe for as the “Emperor of Portugallia.” • , ing worth of the individual. (3)
Kennebunk was first up. Tit pitcher. Barker smashed a fly
The Poems of Alan Beegar are
For sale by
“war bread. ” It reads, “Take thou, The transformation of the fight for
comb struck out.
Barker went into left which looked good for
also unto thee wheat and barley, interesting ^o lovers of verse for rights into a giving of justice. In
JOHN W. LORD,
down on a grounder to Lorden. something, but Dennett made a try
and beans, and lentiles, and millet, their intrinsic beauties as well asJ religion the movement has been
for it and got it. Lunge was out
Lunge fanned.
Kennebunk, Me.
e-nd vetches, and put them into one for their heroic spirit. Collier’s’ from materialism to the spirit, “Ex
For the Ports, after two balls had to the same fielder.
vessel and make thee bread there Weekly says concerning them: “To ternal force gives way to the inner
Hurd grounded to Barker and
P. M. Emery,
been called, Blatchford found one
of.’’-Thanks but we’d rather England the war gave its poet-hero,’ compulsions of duty and faith.”
to his liking and sent a low fly into was out at first. Lorden lifted an
Rupert Brooke; as a token of the
Kennebunkport,
Me.
have Johnny cake.
left field for a single. Then Hurd infield fly and then happened a rare
love of two great republics it gave’In the -development or law we see
and all good dealer.«
bunted the first ball pitched, gett event, for Butland failed to hold
America and France this other’ “the emergence of a law abiding
All roads will lead to Houlton soldier-poet,. eternally divinely, spirit superior to the fear of puning safely to first, while Blatchford it. The runner went to second on
Sept. 11th. and 12th. when the young his life and death made, ishments.” The growing recognisuccessfully negotiated second« A. Towne’s sacrifice to second, but
Maine State Board of Trade will poetry, too. If there is tragedy in' tion of the worth of the individual
Lorden sacrificed by a grounder to was caught in the attempt to steal
be in Session in this hustling Aroos such a loss, we joyfully remember. we see in the fact that individuals
Barker at third, advancing Blatch third—E. Coombs to Cole.
Ninth inning—E, Coombs groun
took town. Many of the delegates that in tragedy there also may be( are no longer property, in the ad
ford to third and Hurd to second,
The
Jeweler
rand others desiring to visit this pure beauty.”
vance of women into the field of
A. Towne grounded for two bases ded to third and Hurd fumbled the
JBiddeton into right field, the two other run ball. Davis sent a grass trimmer
.section of the state will make the
persons, in the tendency to recog 253 Main St.
Two books of keen interest for nize the personal rights of child
trip by auto. From the western
ners scoring.
Coombs thought■ to center for two basses, putting
part’of the state the run will be .anybody wishing to study the Teu hood, in the increased attention to
Towne was taking too much lead Coqmbs on third. Then the sun
made the first day to Bangor, and tonic nation are: “Inside the Ger old age, in the bettered treatment
from second and threw to the base. began to shine brightly for the visi
the second day from that city to man Empire” by Herbert Bayard of the unfit, in the tendency toward
man there to catch him. Instead, tors. All the imported rooters
Houlton . A fine trip has been Swope, and “The Land pf the Deep humanizing industrial relation
the ball went Into center field and ’ were on their feet and cheering
planned, to take place the second ing Shadow” by D. Thomas Curtin. ships .
Towne kept on his joyful way, not; their loudest, Cble was anxious to
The author of “Inside the Ger
day of thè convention, which will
pausing until he had hung up; an. have a part in the glory of burying,
As
we
study
the
progress
of
the
include some of the principal towns man Empire spent three months in spirit in the actual course of his
other tallyJ Dennett got first ont the goose-egg hoodoo and tried
Germany towards the end of 1916,'
of the county.
balls and stole second. Morrell[ hard to wallop the ball out into the
tory
we
feel
inevitably
that
the
uni

as correspondent/ of the New York verse must be intepreted not me
grounded to Saunders, who threw, ^oad, but Ruggles somehow fooled
He was also in Germany chanistically but in terms of the
Biddefordi to Barker at third, and he tagged[ him, and he sadly laid aside the wilAUTOMOBILE REGISTRATION. World.
during the first four months of the spiritual. “The mind inevitably Crystal Arcade
Dennett who was ploughing on to> low. C. Coombs urns then intro
that base when the ball was hit. duced as a pinch hitter . No good.
The automobile registration bu war, and that visit, he says, gave sees in this tendency thé operation
him a standard of comparison that of God.”
Eldridge was out—Saunders toJ Hurd captured his little fly. Then
reau at thè. Maine department of enabled
Spiller concluded thq dismal affair
him to contrast the wild ex
Lounge at first.
State diiririg the week closing at
The deepening of the sense of the
One , of the classic patriotic se. —Ruggles to A. Towne.
noon Saturday, August 4, had taken altation of 1914 with the serious spirit does not leave us inactive.
All was over, and visitors and
sombre Germany of today. Some
lections tells of the routing of the
■in $9,869.50 for the week just pass of
Dealer In
,
the questions he attempts to From it there comes “the call to
Union anny, it being attacked with residents alike hasted to leave the
ed, making a total for the year to .answer
are; “What of Germany to become deliberate co-workers In
i “Sheridan twepty’ miles away.” spot, the former because the sight
date of $444,826.50, or $125,475.50
the spiritual tendencies of our own
’ It goes/,on to tell of his thrilling of the field tended to deepen the
/more than at the same day last day? How does she stand? How. day.”
are
her
sons
maintaining
her
farride, halting the fleeing soldiers, uncomfortable experiences of the
"year. In addition to that, It Is al
!' Mr. Brock in The Ultimate Be
flung
battle
lipes
?
Are
her
people
putting new nerve into them and afternoon and the latter moved by
136
Main
Street
ready $19,000, more than the esti
lief tells us that “The spirit desires
despairing?
Do
they
expect
vic

them backsto a glorious the satisfaction of having won two
mated receipts for the entire year
Tel. 2- leading
three
things
and
desires
them
for
tory?
Do
they
starve?
What
of
victory.
Alas ! history can record straight games from the long-time
of 1917.
their own values and not for any
allies?
What
is
her
attitude
to

no
such
result
for last Saturday. rivals.
To show the increase in the busi
Before the game was over, it was
further aims beyond them. It de
wards
America-her
dreams
of
peace
The
reinforcements
arrived during
ness it may be noted that 8,463
announced that there would be a
sires
to do what is right for the
the
first
inriing,
and
the
line-up
her
fears
of
defeat*her
plans
for,
MURDOCK
CO.
more pleasure cars have been regis
for the second was so altered that third game at Kennebunk next Sat
tered ;' 11,904 more operators’ li the future?” Mr. Swope’s work sake of doing what is right, to know
the truth for the sake of knowing!
OPTICIAN»
its
own mother could not have urday afternoon. It may be de
has
the
endorsement
of
Ex-Ambas

censes have been issued; 1,208
the truth ; and it has a third desire
recognized
the team as it went clared for certainty that that
sador
Gerard,
who
says
“
the
facts
more trucks registered; 102 more
-r-the desire for beauty.” He
again
into
the field. It was no use, contest will be no less earnest than
it
contains
from
an
important
con

dealers’ licenses issued; 210 more
àrgues that each of these de
however. Not only! could not the the two already witnessed, for
motorcycles in use and the dealers tribution to contemperanous his sires is supreme in its, own field.
Building, Portland
day be saved, but worse things Kennebunk will strain every nerve
tory,
and
possess
a
referential
in thè latter thé only ones to show
Expediency has no place in true
could not be prevented from hap to redeem itself, and, the Ports,
value
for
the
future
.
”
a decrease, there being seven less.
pening, as the course of the game while they are trying to avoid
morality.
We
must
desire
truth
That
is
News
Read
Here are the figures for compari ■ “The Land of the Deepening
too sadly revealed. E. Coombs, “counting their chickens before
hot
for
moral
ends,
but
for
its
own
Th
*°KeS»*
Ente
rprfBe.
son:’ f
Shadow” is a study of Germany at sàke, otherwise we shall fail to see
after reaching first, was forced out they are hatched,” may be depend
Total registration and licenses to the third-year of the war, which things as they are. We should
at second by Davis’ gounder to ed upon to do their best to make it
August 5,1917 :
the New York Times commends as, loye the beautiful because it is
Ruggles. Davis was caught try three straight.
Registrations .'.................... 33,637 follows: “Better than any other beautiful; There is “some kin
ing to steal second. Cole was out
Licenses
................... 42,967 war-time writer, Mr. Curtin has ship between goodness, beauty and
AS A LOCAL BOY SEES IT
on a foul fly to J. Towne.
Trucks........................................ 2,986 given the measure of the German truth; something good in truth,
For Kennebunkport, J. Towne
Dealers .......................................... 403 people. His book contains an im something beautiful in goodness,
Saunder’s blow-up in the first to
was out on a grounder—Butland
Motorcycles........ .......................1,339 mense mass of first hand informa something true in beauty,” but they
to Lunge. Ruggles fanned. Blatch- gether with inferior fielding cost
Motorcycle Dealers................ 24 tion on conditions ideas, methods, are distinct. We need the three
ord went doWrt-r-Butland to Lunge. Kennebunk the game last Saturday
Total registration and licenses to and purposes in the German Gov to make us whole. Much of our
Third inning — Lamontaigne and incidentally the series with the
August 5, 1916.
ernment and among the German moral teaching fails of effect be
grounded to Lorden and was out ’Port . The score was 5 to 0.
Registration. /1
. 25,170 people that will well repay the at
at first. Spiller followed—Ruggles This probably would have been less
we base it on expediency,
Licenses ...........................
31,061 tention of anyone who wishes to cause
to A. Towne. Butland grounded had it not been for the fact that
and
the
child,
perceiving
the
hol

Trucks .. . 7............................ 1,778 be adequately informed as to the lowness of this commercial morali
to Ruggles but the pitcher threw some' of the regular players were
Dealers .,
301 progress of affairs in that war-girt ty. rebels against it. The aim of
wild to first and Butland reached delayed and that those who substi
Motorcycles
..........
1,129i; land.”
second. He reached third when J. tuted for them contributed wild
education
should
be
to
assume
that
; Motorcycle Dealers............. . 31
“The Best Man I Know,” by the desire of the spirit exists in
Towne tried to get him off second, heaves and bone head work to that
Total receipts to August 5,1916,, William DeWitt Hyde, is a com- every child and to seek to strength but he could get no further, for
' $318,350!; total ¡to August 5, 1917,, qiosite of the best qualities of life, tn it and make it clear. The aim
(Continued on Page Four)
Titcomb again failed to find the
$444,826.50., !
treated individually. This com- of intellectual activity is to disDevoted to the General Interests
of York County
Printed at the office of the
The Enterprise Press
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three attempts.
uck out. Lorden sing,
»r and then came a neat
¡red the side, for A.
to Butland, who threw
second, putting Lorden
the sphere passed quickunge in time to beat the
inning—When Blatchon Barker’s hit to short,
reached first. Another
> short by Lunge an inand it was fielded to
l’ Barker was out. E.
id Davis both went out
Hurd.
knocked a hot liner, but
rid it. Morrell groundt center and was out at
neat throw. Eldridge

ning—Cole singled to
ontaigne Went out on i
rrell at center. Spiller
»under off first and A.
ow to second, Cole being
at, while Spiller was
land was out on a fly to

ight J. Towne’s fly at |
glee wafted and Blatch- |
to La Montaigne's hands. |
ning—Titcomb tried to '
rent up a pop fly which 4
eat in J. Towne's mitt. .1
ngled to left Lunge r
to Hurd. Barker getting .
1. Coombs put a long fly k
ennett'a territory and
e first half of the inning L
ied to LaMontaigne at
tho fielder erred. Be«
ho ball, he threw wild to
lurd kept on to second,
t a fly to Spiller in left
it the same time passed
•ror. On this hit Hurd
the circle of the bags
n ambled to the middle
Towne knocked a growtho first base line, and
le Lunge ended his cauorden took third on the
re ho tarried, for'Denout on a fly to Titcomi)
id Morrell on another to
center,
inning—the so-called
enth.” though it brought
of fortune to Kennebunk
oisted a fly to Morrell io
d and was out. Cole got;
it is, by a pitched ball.•
?ne sacrificed-— Lorden
no. and Cole was advent-I
nd. Spiller drew the!
on balls which Ruggles f
ng the game. Butlehii
i matter—Lorden to 1■
b hit the first ball pitch-’
and fielded it to H
ut. J. Towne went don
. Then Ruggles, hit by
ball, was awarded lint
:o second on a passed bail
1 put a safety in center
les scored. Blatchfcrt;
eal second but was nah-;
oombs to Davis,
inning—Very brief uib|
tcomb was for the third r
victim of the opposing ■
Barker smashed a flj
which looked good fid
*, but Dennett made a bf
got it. Lunge was out
ie fielder.
rounded to Barker and!
t first. Lorden liftedu
and then happened a ran I
* Butland failed to hoH
runner went to second on
’s sacrifice to second, Ml
it in the attempt to steal!
Coombs to Cole,
ining—E. Coombsgroua.
rd and Hurd fumbled the
vis sent a grass trimmer',
for two basses, putting
n third. Then the ana
hine brightly for the visi1 the imported rootersf
heir feet and cheering,
lest, Cole was anxious bg |
rt in the glory of burying
-egg hoodoo and triei
allop the ball out into the
Ruggles somehow fool«;
ie sadly laid asidethe wit
Coombs w^s then intel
a pinch hitter. Nogwil
tured his little fly. Thai
ncluded thq dismal affair
9 to A. Towne.
i over and visitors ui ;
alike hasted to leave HuO
former because the sigh/'.
Id tended to deepen M
table experiences of tb|
> and the latter moved,If
action of having won tm|
tames from the long-tifflik '

tho game was over, it w
d that there would be i
to at Kennebunk nextSit
ternoon. It may be
r a certainty that te
ill be no less earnest tin
already witnessed, fr'
ik will strain every nert
i itself, and, the Port* *
ey are trying to avat
r their chickens btfst.
hatched," may be depete
x> do their beat to nukei
light.
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ir’s blow-up in the firstly
ith inferior fielding te
ik the game last Sattuw
entally the series withtt1
'ho score was
•ably would have been l®j
>t been for the fact te
the regular players V*1
.nd that those who
them contributed w
id hone head work tote
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(Continued from page One)

FLANDERS’

Christian Science Leçture

Therefore, turning away from
that which has proved its insuffici
Borri to Mr. and Mrs. Harold STATEMENT BY JOHN KEN ency and instability,—in the lan
Ward, August 17th. a son.
DRICK BANGS, OGUN QUIT, ME. guage and, .spirit of the great apos
Mr. Woodbury A. Hall has been,
tle to the Gentiles: “fogetting those
confined to his bed since Monday,,
“It ds a matter of great regret to things
,,o,. which
.......... are behind.”—we
with a lame knee,
me that I shall' be in Western New! iook°elsewhe're.
Mr . Asa. Crediford of Worcester, York oh. election day, for I should
When the . sick man is healed in
Mass'.; has. been in town for a few like, nothing better than to go to Christian Science, something has
the
polls
at
that
time
and
cast
my
days ori busiriess.
taken place, it cannot be said
Mrs. Edward Hardy, and two vote in favor'of giving the vote to: that that which has destroyed a
our
mothers,
bur
sisters,
our
cou

condition of discord and sickness,
Children of Haverhill are. visiting
sins and our aunts.and above all to and established a Condition of
relatives in town.
our wives . I am heart and soul health,
___
harmony and happiness is
Mrs.- Fannie Ramsdéll of Wor in favor of woman’s suffrage in Znothin/.
cause.
Effect implies cause.
cester, Mass is visiting her sister, spite of those Washington suffra- Therefore, that
which has destroyMrs . C. H. Webber .
gists .let
let loose
loose upon a suffering ed sickness and distress arid estab
Sherman Huff of the 1st. Co. world by a too lenient President. Hahed health and harmony, must
stationed at Fort McKiriley, spent I am for woman’s suffrage as a
truly substantial must be the
Sunday in Kenneb„unk' and Ogun- matter of simple justice to women, evidence or law of perfect creative
quit.
“AHthe arguments of the antis, Mind, of God.
APPLICATION
Mr. arid Mrs. Harry Littlefield? and all the foolishness of the nowill go to Kittery where Mr.. Lit toriety-seeking militants do not
Those who are sick and suffering,
tlefield has secured a position in' change the fundamental fact that ask themselves naturally, How may
woman is exactly as capable of vo I avail myself of this healing arid
the Navy Yard.
ting intelligently as man, and in
law of Truth and Life,
Mr.' O. R. Carter has just re this day and generation when wo- regenerative
and:Love? The answer here is
turned from an auto trip through . m q.i'ea n
os
sir uol simple; clear arid conclusive, and;
New Hampshire and Vermont. He ciy’c, the industrial, the education may not be involved in any manner,
also. Visited Canada.
al, as well as. the social life of the namely,. Study well the Christian
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Holmes, natiori^Z-using the word social In i Science textbooks, the Bible and
Mrs. Blanche Potter and son Ar its larger sense there,is not the I “______
________________
Science___
and
Health with Key to
thur spent Sunday in Lebanon, slightest valid reason in the World, the Scriptures,” and ybu wifi find
Thé trip was.mad,e by auto.
for looking upon her as an inferior, as a result of this study and conMisses Laura and Mabel Hicks but rather every reason in the teihplation, that you are being blesMiss Sullie Consens, and Miss world for making her the political ¿ed, and healed, and your burdens
Rosie Rolleau were ainong the visi-' equal of men. Despite the asset- lightened; that ybu are being led in
tions of interested parties as to the green pastures and beside still
tors at Fort McKinley. Sunday. ,
Walter S. Hicks, has been home failure of the women to do effective waters.
GRATEFUL MULTITUDES
on a brief furlough. He is one of work in public matters in those
I There are hundreds of thousands
the boys who is perfectly satisfied states has been beneficial .
“I know what I am talking about of men and women arid children
with his lot at Fort McKinley?
-, With 5000 men employed and for I have- visited many of thèse throughout the World who have
more being taken on every week, states in the , course, of my last been healed of theiir sickness and j
the’ Kittery Navy Yard is certainly winter’s work,., T hâve taken the pain, healed of their sorrow' and
troublé to investigate in California, grief, healed of their sin and: mis-,
a busy center of industry.
Oregon and other western1 states ery, because Mrs . Eddy has been
The Festival Chorus will resume arid
condition® there are bettered a citizen of the world. (See Scitheir rehearsal ' Friday evening by the influence of women, and in ence arid Health. ) ■ ‘
Sept. 7 at 7.45 at the home of Mr. .certain parts of California meh
Department Store
And it is not a strange-thirig that
B. À. Smith, Portland street.
who fought the cause tooth and these who. have been thus healed,
Mr. and Mrs; Roy Consens and nail now that it has been tried have . should treasure with sincere gratis,
two .children enjoyed a week’s out told me that.nothing cbuld ever in tude the gift, of .Christian Science
ing at Old Ochard Beach thé guest duce them to go back, to former which this kind, friend’ and geptle
of Mrs. Cousin’s sister, Mrs. Fen- Í conditions/
Garrulous orators woman has laid upon thé altar of
dersori;
from the.’ west have come east to humanity.
Mr. Edward1 Garvin has a fine picture : 'demoralizing conditions CHARACTERISTICS OF GIVING
position in the Kittery Navy Yard which do riot exist outside of their
11 there is one word which might
OF
and Mrs. Garvin left today for that 0Wn imaginations. The
____
______ more than another indicate soriigr
unwomantown to take up her residence for lines® of the voting woman isf a thing of , the character and purpose Fancy Dry Goods Department.
a time at least.
favorite topic of these precious an of Mrs. Eddy, I. think’it* might be
The Kind You -.Have Always Bought, and which has/beea
Mrs/ J. Frank Goodwin will tagonists. of the' cause, their ob the word'“giving” ! Above all. she
. in use for over thirty years, has borne the signature of
TOILET
GOODS
was
always
giving,
giving,
-giving,
speak on Anti-Suffrage. Thursday, servations having no foundation in
and has been made under his perof
the
gift
of
Christain
Science
August 23d. at 8 o’clock at Móus,ám fact that would not be laughed out
.TALCUM POWDER -'
' sonal supervision since its infancy»'
Ópera House.
The public are in of court by any judge and jury dut- which had been so freely given to. 10c Violet Talcum.. 7c
Allow no one to deceive you in thfe.' .
her.
■
side of a lunatic asylum.
vited to attend.
10c Large 12 oz. Can.................. 7c-.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good ” are hut
And in the final disposition 'of 15c Babcock’s Corylopsis
10c
State Master Thompson will be
“In Colorado and California wo
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of/
14c
one of the spakers at: the Annual man has riot been lowered by con her éstate tô be nsedp'iri the ex Colgate’s ................... .. •. ■
Infants and: Children—Experience against Experiment.
12C
Session arid field meeting of York tact with the. voting-boiOth, but the tention of the religion of Christain, Mennen’s .
.....----13c
Pomona Grange which will be held voting-booth. has' been' disinfected Science” as taught by her, she has 25 c Palm Olive ...................
COLD CREAM .
at Alfred Sept. 4,
by contact with woman.. The thug accounted well for her s'tewa-rdand given to humanity an 10c Dagget & Ramsdels ........ 8c
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric,
The Kennebunk Suffrage League arid the saloon no long beautify or ship,
eternal legacy of enduring love . P
Drops and Soothing Syrups* It is pleasant. It contains
will hold a meeting with" Mrs. dignify the American voting place SIMPLICITY. AND STRENGTH'..; 25c Lerna .... ................................. 17c
5c Vaseline, _____ ;........... 4c
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its
Sarah L. Cram next Thursday where woman’s influence is felt,
Mrs. Eddy’s faith arid'trust mi
SHAVING .SOAP
age is its guarantee. For more than thirty years it has
z evening at 7.30: 'All 'members are and the chièf glory of the American God
and her<confldericé in the ever- /5c Cake Williams........ ..
4c
citizen, the right to govern himself,
urged to be present .■
been in constant use for the relief of Constipation, Flatulency,
presence of the divine Love,; was ijlQc Cake Williams ............ 6c,
is
not
dimmed
by
contact
with
deWind Colic and Diarrhoea; allaying. Feverishness arising
Remember “The Crisis” Friday.
the simple faith, and ffrist, 1 arid 16c stick Williams .......... ......... ,7c
afternoon and evening at the Acme: baging and corrupting things as it confidence of a little child, and, this, ;25c
therefrom, arid by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids
Palm Olive ......
13
c
used
to
be
on
election-day.
z
Mrs. S. C. Griffin has returned
the assimilatiôn of Food; giving healthy and natural sleep.
together with thé courage, strength
TOILET SOAP
“They tell me the women of and zeal of one. who had Caught the1
from her recent trip to New York
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.
!
3
c
Cakes
.........
....................
3
for
5c
State 'arid opened up per home on Maine don’t want to vote. Well, vision of a great purpose, made her 5c Cakes .. .1............. j. . 4c
I don’t know whether they want to the most tender, and loving, and yet
Main Street.
10c Peroxide Soap ............ 6c
Miss Elizabeth Hodgkins former vote or not. I know a lot of them j the most compassionately firm and ,10c, Palm Olive Soap__ ...... 6c
who
do
want
the
vote,
and
I
see
no
ly a teacher in the.Kennebunk High
constructive character of her time. 5c Hand Soap .......____ ... 4c
Bears the Signature of
School has secured a position in reason why those who do want it CONSISTNCY AND AGREEMENT |5c Castile ..................... 4c
should
be
deprived
of
'
it-because
the Morse School, Bath as teacher
By far the majority of those who ,25c Cptic^ira
./19c
there
happen
to
be
another
lot
of
‘ of Mathematics . There 'aré some
have, been healed arid blessed 15c Pears Unscented . .. __. .. .10c I
women who don’t... Most men don’t through
400 pupils in this school.
Christian Science have
Pears Scented /.
..; .15 c I
want to go to the trenches, but come to know Mrs . Eddy by means "25c
25c Packes Tarr ......... ......... 16c I
Dr. J. W. Cummins, pastor of millions of them have gone just the
the First Methpdist Episcopal same. Most of us don’t want -to of her writings; in all of which
TOOTH'BRUSHES.,
church of Cairo, Hlnojs, will speak serve oh jury, but we’ve got to do there is to be ¡'found a continual 10c bneS........ .......................... •. 8c ;
lOc-'
at the Methodist, church next Sun it when we are called. There are help and inspiration; and above all, 15c ones ......................
day morning. Dr. and Mrs. Cum i heaps and. heaps of things that I a most beautiful consistency in the 19c ones ........’ .. ... ... /', .. / 13c'
mins are. the guests of Mr. arid don’t want to do, but if I am a good statement. of Principle > and prac 25c ones ...... _ _ ... . ....,..,17ci
SHAVING 'BRUSHES'
Mrs / George Parsons on Summer citizen I must do. The fact that tice throughout; and this consis
The Kind You Haye Always Bought
...... 7c ’
tency,'my friends, is not the‘Care-: 10c ones
street.
we don’t warit a thing means ab ful. studied consistency pf one who 19c ones . .i. 13c{
( ;■ Leon Hutchins, who for a num solutely nothing. The Kaiser pro feared that she might utter some-' 25c ones
.........; . 18c !
ber of years has been employed in bably would 'say that he doesn’t thing contradictory to its nature.;
HAIRBRUSHES
Newmarket, N. H. has' decided to want to be thraséd, but that doesn’t but the simple, straightforward •25c ones ............
18cr
give up his position there and will mean that a good licking would not consistency of one who ' heard the 50c ones........ ...... /...
40c.
enter Upon his. duties with the be good for his soul. When a wo- demands of God', arid neither hesi- 25c Cloth Brushes ..
18c
Curtis & Roberts firm next Monday. man says to m'e that she doesn t tated nor feared to correlate those 25c Hat ‘ Brushes ..
i!8c
Mr. Hutchins'was a very popular want the vote ¡my ansyver always isj; demands in the, Science of being or 25c Nail Brushes'..;.
18c
young man while residing here and ‘Well, Madame, you ought, to want Christian Science. ■ >•
Boot and Shoe-Repairing by'the aid of modern machinery
COMBS
' his many friends áre pleased that iti and sooner or later you are going / It is the will of God, the purpose 5c ones ............... ’
, 4c
Custom Work. Ladies’ Shoes a Specialty. Shoe Pol?
he has decided to return !to his na to get .it, ìso WHY NOT , NOW?
... 20c
of infinite Mind, that man should 25c ones ............
tive yillage/,
■ “The thing is ^c'priiing as surely know the truth. And you may be 50c ones........ .............
40c
ishing Parlor. Open Half-a-day Sundays.
Miss Kahlo, Manager of the j as is tomorrow
------------- ’-s sun, and in my gin at price in Christian Science to White Ivory Toilet Articles .. % off
MAIN STREET
KENNEBUNK, MAINE
Deaconess Home in. Portland ¿spoke judgment, the sooner we’ get it the discriminate between the unreal
at. the Methodist Church last Sun-J better,' not only because we shall and the real, between thé untrueSTORE CLOSED THURSDAY
. day morning on the work being ac-1 have settled a question that is arid the true, to reject and deny
EVENING
complished in that city and of the breeding a deal of unnecessay acri the, suggestions. of false material
needs of the home. At the close mony in the world, but that we consciousness or “murderer from
of her talk pledge Cards were dis shall thereby have taken, another the b(egirining,” and instead, to ap
tributed by the ushers and quite step forward in the füll democrati propriate as yours, the things that
belong to immortal man, the things
a substantial sum subscribed ; in: zation of the race. ”
proportion to thè number of people
that forever reflect the,, eternal
present the audience being rather LOW PRICED SUBSTITUTE FOR creative Mind, or God—and in th,e
-identity thus established to be
small.
GASOLINE
free !
prepared to do hail and
An unusual and attractive pos
ter is displayed in the local post
Dr. Frazier L. DaviSi of Boston
scalp treatment, fàeial
office the same having .been made is interested in a substitute for gas GOOD TEMPLARS ENTERTAIN
ED
massage; ^and mani
by Mrs. E. R. Hóyt of 0gunquit. oline which he manufactures from
■It announces The Fete of thé Vege kerosene oil at a cost of 9 cents per
curing by ap
tables which Will be held at the gallon.. He claims to get a mile
York District lodge, I. 0. 0. F.,
pointment.
beautiful summer residence of Mr/ age of about 20 gallons.
i'
was entertained last Wednesday by
arid Mrs.'. E. R. Hoyt August 24th.
114-4
Dr. Davis’ product, which has Ernest lodge. West Kennebunk. Tel. Con.
if pleasant, if stonriy the first fair, been brought forth after years of On their arrival the visitors were
day . The opening will' be at’3 p. research work, is the result of a received at the Methodist church
m. and continued until dark. The process for breaking up the heavy where a bountiful dinner was serv
proceeds Will be .used for the war | hydro-carbons in kerosene oil, ren ed. In the aternoon the regular;
fund.
dering it capable of complete vol- routine business was transacted
Mr. George N. Stevens of Ken talizatibri in the cylinders of the and an interesting programme en
OCULIST
nebunkport we believe, keeps ' in ordinary,automobile using the reg joyed • The session closed with a
Practice
limited
to
hearty
vote
of
thanks
to
Ernest
closer touch with th,e 1st Company ular carburetor.
diseases of the eye
than any other man in this section
No. extra mechanical equipment lodge for their hospitally.
and the fitting of
Now $850
$950
unless it be Y. M. C. A. Secretary is necessary' to secure complete
W. C. T. U, FIELD DAY
glasses.
Cobb. Mr. Stevens has si boy 'edmbustion. A slight adjustment
there who is a Lieutenant arid may of the carburetor is all that is
At Mousam House, Kennebunk,
soop be a Captain, arid he is also, needed. Kerosene contains more . The date of the annual field day
interested in all the other \boys. heat units per pound thaft gasoline, of the Maine Woman's Christian
We are in need of teachers at all
in the Co. and says that thè boys says Mr. Davis, consequently when Temperance Union will be August
fully, appreciate what the citizens complete combustion is secured jri 28. A fine programme is expected times/ ’ ./pur calls are increasing
YORK BEACH, HE.
of Kennebunk are dging.for, them/. I the engine more power is develpp- In the morning a medal contest,will rapidly. Write for information.
Mr. Stevens says that with "each] ed. The engine can be as readily be, held and other department work
New England Teachers' Agency,
Telephone York 376 W
visit he can' see a big improvement started with thi& fuel as1 with gaso preented. Hon. Aitón C. Wheeler
G. W/Craigie, Mgr.
among-thè men both in discipline line and has the added' advantage of South Paris will be among the
v
n A
tw«
speakers of the afternoon,
- ,Y. M. C. A. Bldg., Portland, Me.
»nd mariner.of not forming carbon.
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Fruit

Jar Holder

Evety household that does canning, Fruit
or Vegetablesj should hot be without oneas it
saves time arid labor.
Each one holds eight one quart or smaller
Fruit Jars., It will fit number eight or larger
wash boiler., Made of heavy Tinned Wire
.92
and will last' a life time. Price,
||We have another style of jar lifter with
which you can lift the jar from boiling , water,
Price,
10c each.
Wash Boilers,.' special for canning,
No. 8 $1.50, No. 9 $1.75.
Also a large stock of Fruit Jars, one-half pints,
pints, quarts^and two quarts, at special prices.

G.W. LARRABEE CO

T. L EVANS & CO.
245-247-251 MAIN ST.
BIDDEFORD

Children Cry for Fletcher's

Istoria

CLOSING OUT SALEjf

What is CWSfaRTA

GENUINE CASTORIA

always

iii;Use For Over 30 Tears

JOSEPH D’ASCANIO

T. L. EVANS & CO.

Inter - State

Mrs. Mabel Huff

AN EXTRA VALUE CAR
A Better Car
BETTER MATERIAL
Less Cost

Di . Austin Tenney

When You Buy and Afterward
SIX BODY STYLES

York Beach Garage

1
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I Cole to Lunge.' Left oa bases—
after having token out their sword and Mathew Seavey who has re
SATURDAY’S BALL GAME
Ladies
.Kennebunkport, 1> Kennebhnk, 6.
fish and is fitttog out to go trawl cently ha& a stroke of paralysis)
First.base on errors—Kennebunk
ing. as- the swore fish season is blit before this, he has ben em
(Continued froth page three.)
port 2, Kennebunk 2. First base
drawing to a close and will soon ployed in the shipyard doing a
Why suffer from corns when you
ph balls—off Ruggles 1, off Butland can get immediate relief.
be at. an end for another year. man’s ¡work. Their ages are above
The sword fishermen have, for the eighty years.
awful first. Kennebunk has the 1. Hits and earned rrins—
You can also have black heads
In the list of those who are to most part made a lot of money this
Mrs'. Harry Williams and son bad firrtjnning'habit; in fact a Ruggles 5 and 0 in 9 timings, off arid pimples removed, and scalp
attend the next camp at Plattsburg year as the fish have come along Nelson of Stoneham are-the guests study of the -records shows, that Suumiete
treated for dandruff and falling
for the training of Officers for the just about right to enable the skip of Mrs. Williams sister, Mrs. Mark .".every defeat, suffered this summer Rutland
0 in 7 2-3 innings
new army are to be xvu««
found the
-by
Ruggles
.(Co,
le
•IMSW
vue pers TO
CatCH
to catckrthe top, of the mar- Goodwni.
Shampooing and Manicuring.
■''has, been largely due to poor wbrk
names of two Kennebunkport citi’j'ket each time ,
ggles),. , Struck-où
Business is_
Every
Hair work'1 of all kinds.
in wre;
the firet. Duu0uu
Butland;y who
~ . rushing.
*------ °
. y - . in
wuy sue- by Butlanji (1
zens. One fs W. W. Little, son
Add W Ken
body busy. ' Pedlars
"
are plenty? ceeded Saunders, held the ’Ports to ~ by- Ruggle
First Class Work Guaranteed
of George W- Little. Thé other].
___ 1. ' _____
’tmin !
.
it
i , singles
•__ i______ almost .Passed
T
Work enoughi tav
for> idiy'OfV
everyone!
; 4i-two
scattered
Appointments by
telephone,
is Harold C. Drew, who is at pres-1 ■ . T'T„T ”
Mr^and Mrs . Guy Dale of Akr| 6ight and half innings besides mak Twome;
54-8 at office..
ent an.assistent in the post- office
ABBOTT GRAVES
rqn, Ohio are the.guests of their ing a phenominal catch of a smok
Mr. Drew is a.studenttaffthe Uni
parents Mr.', and. Mrs'/ Brooks. ing liner. Ruggles of the ’Port
A genu
• IS" OU
versity of Maine. < y.
beautiful painting by Ab- Mrs. Dale is iff very poor health.
V Fisk MASON 8 BLOCK
Raymond, son of Mr. and Mrs. •bott Graves of Kennebunkport, en- Tier,many friends hope for her ’held Kennebunk to five Hits, three
f which .were’ very scratchy but tlteridru^'s^
Adv
Andrew M. Roll-ins, has passed the titled-“A
juntain Road in South speedy recovery.
as,, endangered, once or twice by]
physical examinaton and has Keen America.i vhich jhtas been qri ex
Mr. and Mrs. Fred. Walker and is occassional -wildness. Dennett]
accepted as one of the- quota' of híbitiori at t ite Portland. Art muse- little daughter Minnie of East id Morrill ’robbed Kennebunk of
Schenectady, N. Y., for the new rim.
..... has bee: n purchased by- W i J. Waterboro took a motor trip to vis-1 iveral hits by magnificierit runnarmy.
'
! Unso Bethel. This painting, it their mother, ’Mrs. Minnie.! ie’
t George W. Twambly rias begun whi< h is' splendid example of Mr. Thompson,'Sunday, Ernest Walker! i_g catches. Blatchford opened
ie Port half of the first by smash- , . .
á course of training at Harvard] c
irk, shows twq girls com arid wife were also guests at the"!' ig.a single to left. Hurd groundQpllege .to fit him for the service I h
ic’shadow of'An'old moss h me of their mother.
1 to Saunders, and beat it out;
for which he recently enlisted. . ]c
>s. ■ The n fountain road
We .are haying,' ;a taste' of fall oden grounded to Barker who, in-]
A Rev. George E. Crouse left forhsuggested. It is a bit
eather this Wednesday morning ;ead of making the play.at third,
Cambridge, Mass.,, on Wednesday., I o
nd shadow as seen in
lite cool for haying'
limy first for. the cut."Lawney”I
He wilt be away over Sunday and- ,g
&me:¡riea. The painting will
Miss Inez Shuffleburg, visited "ashed a double to left scoring]
during his ,absence will visit b
I to Mr Upspn at 1 his
«•mother, Mrs. Horace Kimball,' rth ruffners^ Sauders was de•friends in. several localities.
| h_
'the ciòrie of the £ind brothers family, Ray Kimball, fcked , and Butland ascended the Be
The pulpit of the Baptist-church Lx]
fall.Tuesday-. \
’ ound. E. Coombs, trying to ■
will ffe occupied next Sunday!'
■Harold Kirriball is at the home itch “Lawney” off, heaved the].,
ptornihg;<by Rev- '-'Mr; •Carr; who]
lister
.
He'
is
’
workihg@n
dll' into center. “Lawney” took
ROAD AND VICINITY
ffas so., frequently-been. Head 'with . SACO
!
çiiBS
>lf Link's at Kennebunk bird and made for the-plate, scordelighffand profit.
Be
rig
when
Titcomb
sent
E.
Coombs]
/•';Frank’ E. Hamilton is in the vil
rri recently-' in Kerinebunk to
á copy orf his own throw, Dennett
lage. on sick leave. . ]
and Mrs. Ro y Taylor a^ young
WILDES DISTRICT
strolled arid strayed /
Morrill
i There will be a, meeting .iff the. i ¿
a ehter. Mrs. Taylor is a KenM,v.v.
orinded to Butland who snapped!
interest of^food- conserva
”
'va ’non
next (nebunkpórt girl; nee, Lillian Kimnailing.
Dennett
e ball t- Barker,
~ ’
■"
~
Thursday afternoon, | ugust 30th.
Mr. E.
__ 8.
_ Campbell
..... of • Sharon
West Kenriebuhk
ding. Eldridge grounded out,
commencing at. 3 o ‘ k. The school before marriage';
Mr.- Mass., who has been spending two?¿Butland to Lungë. In the second]
speakers will be announcemF later.
weeks vacation at the Creek, re ! E. Coombs made first when Lorden
prov
All Women pfjthe village an
turned home, off Mondriy.
.
i
t Kennebunkport
Ms grounder. J. Davis
ty are urged to attend. it
Mr. L. D< Norton is :;suffering I
and Mrs . D . W Hadlock,
A rid : to Ruggles, forcing
held iff -High Schoot Hali ; ?’
e
Uison and .from an attack of musCutar rheud Cobnibri
■¡Mr; and
al 'second. ____
_ was
Davis'
Mrs, Chick, aecompaniet
• • . / 3 ,•
nee Ross maiism.';
daughter id R.
JthroWri out' Stealing, J. Towne to]
^T^HE thousands and thousands of rjsk
daughter;'-Mrs'-. Marion Jaling, '..were gue
The Messrs/ Charles P erry. a-a^ Isorderi,
yof Mr and Mr! Ivory'
• Colé' ÏOu led out to ' J. j
Wa:s;;e'alled 't(/-Massá'eh&settes' last j .^gj f Biddeford Sunday
£ Users know there isn’t any greater
.Thomas'Swain'Are spending.a few' Towne : "•After one was gone in
Friday to attend the funeral of her
doHar-for-dollar tire value. Join the big
sorge Emery and ■days at their homes' here..
thé
first
of
the
third
Lorden
drove
bróther-ih-law; Dr. Davis.
\' .
Recent arrivals- at: Ocean ViW itf.-Wer-to second frir az single \but
;iè Bracey of
family of happy Fisk buyers—learn for your«
5 Haróld R. Dre,w, who .has - been v/ood.
week guests Farm are Miss Delia Drury;- ■ of- jwas neatly doubled on “Lawri'ey’s”
self that “When you pay more than Fisk prices
called to .attend the . officers’ trainj^r
Currier and ,Athol, Mass.. Miss L. M. Morrissey grounder, Butland to Cole to Lunge.
Plattsburg, has résig
resign-] Mr. and ±tjio
w 'and the Misses Campbells of East
ing camp at Plattsburg,'has
you pay for something that does not exist”
Currier, Mt
M A
With two gone ip 'Kennebunk’s
od his position m the postpfficeé p-^r. Hadlock was also a guest at’ 'Boston. Mass-.
‘
Butland took two bases when
Miss Florence Bullock of, Lynn, half
and. is passing, a few days at home the Currier home Thursday. .¿.Mrs.
Mrs.
¡Ruggles threw over "Lawney’s
before
entering his course.
course . Miss Currier> ,is the
bptototentering
the aunt of these people. who has brien the guest; of Mrs;. fheàd
taking third when J. Towne
Hazel Clarke rias assumed the posi- The only d¿ughter Of a family of Obed- Keddy, returned home off idid a1 similar stunt. Titcomb
tion vacated'
fl■ niinfe daughters
uixugi^» of - the
v«« late Oliver Saturday;
vacated by Mr.
Mr. Drew
'whiffed, however,-ending the innMr. JamesvShuffieburg who has, ting
A finefflag was unfurled from, a ;apd Bgteey Gillpatric Goodwin,
. ' To start the fourth Barker |
staff on the front of the Methodist rtbe occasion was a most pleasnat ■ been spending; a week’s vacation: ¿grounded to Blatchford, who fumOhurch on Sunday at the
close
of
with
his
mother,
Mrs;
Nancy
Shuf

ohé-, Mrs.
Fred Currier w*
enter. .. .
„
AFXXM. j.
.; Lüngé grounded to the
the morning service. .f’ -JT
fleburg, returned to Hyde Park, !>bled
tained the company at dinner,
'same place, forcing Barker. E.
—
-----propriate remarks by the pastor1 . There
Maris
on
Monday
.
are indeed hard times with
jCobmbs and J. Davis both flied to
proceeded the event.
A. J. Rounds was a Biddefqrd |Hurd
the price of meat and eggs now at
ending- the inning. I the]
Native potatoes are .being soldi L/iy cents the doz. and berries 25 visitor. Friday,
¿fifth Cole singled to left. Lamonfor fifty cents a peck in the
'L’u‘ local pts
'1' the quart. Flour, sugar and
KENNEBUNK MAINE
itagne fanned. Spiller grounded!
MARYLAND RÍDGE
market, 'those coming from away nearly, everything soaring, except .
1 , |toJEtugglesyforcing Cole at second. ]
bringing sixty cents, an unheard-of |•.vegetables arid potatoes are now
B. Stuart has entered the em- |Morrills ctassy running -catch rob-1
price at this season of the year.
j $1.7% the' bushel, grain $4.00 and F
‘
~ ■ ^Ibed .Butland of a hit. With one j
Sfe
It is expected, that the v barge over in,some WA it looks like P1^.»J, the
Irtgpne in the sixth Barker singled to
which has been buildink'.in the
* . Lunge sacrificed, Hurd to]
Ward shipyard will be launched
„
"Lawney.” E;, Coombs popped toi
Mr. Everett Whitesome time this week, the exact day hooves us.-to save every ..penny for N. H.
•king for1 the family during hife Ruggles ending the inning. Hurd
be uncertain. The schooner un the .friture and housewives, are can
'U opened'the last half of-the sixth
.
der construction by the same firm' ning every available thing to help absence
with a fly to short left that Lamon- ]
will probably take water at the first put this winter. Coal and wood " Tha SteVens Sisters of Keane... 1 togneu
-1-—-back for and then misrun of high tides in September .
t;'also comsMn oh the high Cost too'. bunk were guests of their brotehi,
Whereupon he,uncocked]
•Geo
.
Stevens
and
family
last
Sun-:
I
Wftere will it all-end? Well, we ’ Ty
" '■7 "
'
■ v/KA"
a wGd -heave and-Hurd took second. ]
day.
''
■
i
will keep on trusting that better
L/W. French and family spent!■ Spiller made a desperate try fori
CAPE PORPOISE
times are coming. We are not Sunday at Old Orchard'and Kenne- ‘Lorden’s long smash but muffed it,
alone.
,
My methods
different frptn
"Lawney” ground-j
groundbunkport
Hurd scoring. "Lawney"
Mr. and Mrs.. Edward Rouke of
Several of pur soldier boys were
IS fear of pain
thooe of othe
The Methodist Bunday School, ed to, Lunge for a sacrifice. Den-!
Woburn, Mass,, spent the week-end home for a few hours last week
-xtra sensitive
picnic will be held this week at net-and Morrill flyed to Titcomb i
at their summer home here.
among them were Corporals E.
z
- ■' i ’-and
ftnd' Barker, ’-respectively.
respectively. With
lave allowed prev<
Rev. S. E. Leech, will have Ç. Merrill, and Will F. Washburn, Wells Beach
was
ient In their mou
charge of both morning and even-, Èrriest*Kimball and others. We Mr. Haven Lord and family who) one gone in the seventh-Cole
Lamontagne
pitcher; Lpinontagne]
^t‘rabi^ awi.wiH
absolutely cured with
ing services next Sunday, Aug. 25, are glad to- herir they are all well ■were recently burnt out are stopp-.
ing
at
present
in
Mrs.
C.
0.
Little-!
sacrificed,
Lorden
to
‘
Lawney
.
I
-i/Xoc^pain when you come to me.'
in .exchange with thé paster, Rev. and seem contented, which is very "
|Spiller
walked,
Butland
grounded]
field’s summer home.
ou cannot afford to take chances when 5 am
Norman Lindsay who will go to good riéws.
“'’““bid"
Old Home’Sunday” will be pb-i
ob dut, Lorden to "Lawney”'. After
fu!Jv! prepared, to meet every emergency. Then tod,
Hallowell.
* Frank Washburn and daughters served at the Maryland Ridge; two were gone in the last half of at your service
. Mrs. Lester W. Nunan. with her 'May, Olive, and Mrs. Guÿ Wilson
'THE PRICES IN MY OFFICE ARE THE LOWEST IN 'THIS CITY
the seventh Ruggles was-hit by the
’ on September 9th.
infant son. returned from Portland and husband took an auto trip to Church
AU former residents here, ail pitcher and took second on a passed Sets Teeth ____ ______ op Bridge Work-............ $4.50
¡Portland Sunday to see the son and who are, or ever were interested iff ball. He scored when Blatchford
Pure Gold Fillings -. • $1-00 up Other Fillings;50c up
Mr. and Mrs. Rcÿ Woods of Le brother W- T. Washburn. They1 the;
Pure Gold' Crown........ $4^0
No Pain arid No High Prices
singled to center. Blatchford was
little
church
on
the.
hill
are
ominster, Mass.; with a party of report all well find a pleasant trip ► 'coridally invited to attend church thrown out stealing, E. Coombri to
:
'
I
furnish
high
grade
painless
denistry.
at almost one-half the
friends, ’have taken the Robinson . There Is a large amount of hay at the Ridge on September 9th. -J Cole. With ¿he gone in the ’Port charges made by other dentists and you win
be suprised to see
cottage for a few weeks. .
still uncut and it looks as if it was
At 10.45 we expect to have with half of ’the eighth Butland muffed
just how far $1. will go ha my office.
Mrs . Alweda Ricker of Saco is going to stand this winter. Help us one of our former pastors Rev.: Lorden’s pop, "Lawney” ground Hours: 9. A, M. to 8 P. M. Nurse tn attendance, Freach Spoken.
visiting her neice, Mrs. Frank A .- is high and scarse -but there are W. P. Merrill who will address us; ed to Cole, who instead fff touch
Dr. Thomas Jefferson King. 169 Main St., Biddeford.
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